We investigate the scheduling of n jobs divided into c classes on m identical parallel machines. For every class there is a setup time which is required whenever a machine switches from the processing of one class to another class. The objective is to find a schedule that minimizes the makespan. We give near-linear approximation algorithms for the following problem variants: the non-preemptive context where jobs may not be preempted, the preemptive context where jobs may be preempted but not parallelized, as well as the splittable context where jobs may be preempted and parallelized.
INTRODUCTION
Scheduling problems with setup times have been intensively studied for over 30 years now; in fact, they allow very natural formulations of scheduling problems.
In the general scheduling problem with setup times, there are m identical and parallel machines, a set J of n ∈ N jobs j ∈ J , c ∈ N different classes, a partition c i=1 C i = J of c nonempty and disjoint subsets C i ⊆ J , a processing time of t j ∈ N time units for each job j ∈ J and a setup (or setup time) of s i ∈ N time units for each class i ∈ [c]. The objective is to find a schedule which minimizes the makespan while holding all of the following.
All jobs (or its complete sets of job pieces) are scheduled. A setup s i is scheduled whenever a machine starts processing load of class i and when switching processing from one class to another different class on a machine. A setup is not required between jobs (or job pieces) of the same class. There are various types of setups discussed; here we focus on sequence-independent batch setups, i.e. they do not depend on the previous job/class. All machines are single-threaded (jobs (or job pieces) and setups do not intersect in time on each machine) and no setup is preempted.
There are three variants of scheduling problems with setup times which have been gaining the most attention in the past. There is the non-preemptive case where no job may be preempted, formally known 1 as problem P|setup = s i |C max . Another variant is the preemptive context, namely P|pmtn, setup = s i |C max , where a job may be preempted at any time but be processed on at most one machine at a time, so a job may not be parallelized. In the generous case of splittable scheduling, known as P|split, setup = s i |C max , a job is allowed to be split into any number of job pieces which may be processed on any machine at any time. Related results. Monma and Potts began their investigation of these problems considering the preemptive case. They found first dynamic programming approaches for various single machine problems [10] polynomial in n but exponential in c. Furthermore, they showed NP-hardness for P|pmtn, setup = s i |C max even if m = 2. In a later work [11] they found a heuristic which resembles Mc-Naughton's preemptive wrap-around rule [9] . It requires O(n) time for being (2 − (⌊ m 2 ⌋ + 1) −1 )-approximate. Notice that this ratio is truly greater than 3 2 if m ≥ 4 and the asymptotic bound is 2 for m → ∞. Monma and Potts also discussed the problem class of small batches where for any batch i the sum of one setup time and the total processing time of all jobs in i is smaller than the optimal makespan, i.e. s i + j ∈C i t j ≤ OPT. Most suitable for this kind of problems, they found a heuristic that first uses list scheduling for complete batches followed by an attempt of splitting some batches m variable m fixed unrestricted small batches or |C i | = 1 or P(C i ) ≤ γ OPT Splittable 5/3 in poly [13] 3/2 in O(n + c log(c + m)) * EPTAS [6] ≈ 3 2 in O(n + (m + c) log(m + c)) [1] FPTAS [13] Non-Preemptive 2 + ε in O(n log 1/ε), PTAS [7] 3/2 in O(n log(n + ∆)) * EPTAS [6] (1 + ε) min { 3 2 OPT, OPT +t max − 1 } in poly [8] FPTAS [8] Preemptive (2 − (⌊m/2⌋ + 1) −1 ) in O(n) [11] 3/2 in O(n log n) * 4/3 + ε in poly [12] EPTAS [6] / Table 1 : An overview of known results * Result is in this paper so that they are scheduled on two different machines. This second approach needs a running time of O(n + (m + c) log(m + c)) and considering only small batches it is ( 3 2 − 1 4m−4 )-approximate if m ≤ 4 whereas it is ( 5 3 − 1 m )-approximate for small batches if m is a multiple of 3 and m ≥ 6.
Then Chen [1] modified the second approach of Monma and Potts. For small batches Chen improved the heuristic to a worst case guarantee of max { 3m 2m+1 , 3m−4 2m−2 } if m ≥ 5 while the same time of O(n + (m + c) log(m + c)) is required.
Schuurman and Woeginger [12] studied the preemptive problem for single-job-batches, i.e. |C i | = 1. They found a PTAS for the uniform setups problem P|pmtn, setup = s|C max . Furthermore, they presented a ( 4 3 + ε)-approximation in case of arbitrary setup times. Both algorithms have a running time linear in n but exponential in 1/ε. Then Chen, Ye, and Zhang [13] turned to the splittable case. Without other restrictions they presented an FPTAS if m is fixed and a 5 3 -approximation in polynomial time if m is variable. They give some simple arguments that the problem is weakly NP-hard if m is fixed and NP-hard in the strong sense otherwise.
More recently Mäcker et al. [8] made progress to the case of nonpreemptive scheduling. They used the restrictions that all setup times are equal (s i = s) and the total processing time of each class is bounded by γ OPT for some constant γ , i.e. j ∈C i t j ≤ γ OPT. Mäcker et al. found a simple 2-approximation, an FPTAS for fixed m, and a (1 + ε) min { 3 2 OPT, OPT +t max − 1 }-approximation (where t max = max j ∈J t j ) in polynomial time if m is variable. Therefore, this especially yields a PTAS for unit processing times t j = 1.
Jansen and Land [7] found three different algorithms for the non-preemptive context without restrictions. They presented an approximation ratio 3 using a next-fit strategy running in time O(n), a 2-dual approximation running in time O(n) which leads to a (2 + ε)-approximation running in time O(n log( 1 ε )), as well as a PTAS. Recently Jansen et al. [6] found an EPTAS for all three problem variants. For the preemptive case they assume |C i | = 1. They make use of n-fold integer programs, which can be solved using the algorithm by Hemmecke, Onn, and Romanchuk. However, even after some runtime improvement the runtime for the splittable model is 2 O(1/ε 4 log 6 (1/ε )) n 4 log(m), for example. These algorithms are interesting answers to the question of complexity but they are useless for solving actual problems in practice. Therefore the design of fast (and especially polynomial) approximation algorithms with small approximation ratio remains interesting.
Our Contribution. For all three problem variants we give a 2approximate algorithm running in time O(n) as well as a ( 3 2 + ε)approximation with running time O(n log( 1 ε )). With some runtime improvements we present some very efficient near-linear approximation algorithms with a constant approximation ratio equal to 3 2 . In detail, we find a 3 2 -approximation for the splittable case with running time O(n +c log(c +m)) ≤ O(n log(c +m)). Also we will see a 3 2 -approximate algorithm for the non-preemptive case that runs in
For the most complicated case of these three problem contexts, the preemptive case, we study a 3 2 -approximation running in time O(n log(c + m)) ≤ O(n log n). Especially this last result is interesting; we make progress to the general case where classes may consist of an arbitrary number of jobs. The best approximation ratio was the one by Monma and Potts [11] mentioned above. All other previously known results for preemptive scheduling used restrictions like small batches or even single-job-batches, i.e. |C i | = 1 (cf. Table 1 ). As a byproduct we give some new dual lower bounds. Algorithmic Ideas. The 3 2 -approximate algorithm for the preemptive case is our main result. It is highly related to the right partitioning of classes and jobs into different sizes; in fact, the right partition allows us to reduce the problem to a fine-grained knapsack instance. To achieve the truly constant bounds in the splittable and preemptive case while speeding up the algorithm we use a technique that we call Class Jumping (see Sections 3.4 and 4.4) . However, we also make extensive use of a simple idea that we name Batch Wrapping (see Appendix A.1 of [3] due to space reasons).
PRELIMINARIES
Notation. Natural numbers are truly greater than zero, i.e. N = { 1, 2, 3, . . . }. The set of all natural numbers from 1 to k ∈ N is
The load of a machine u ∈ [m] in a schedule σ is L σ (u) (or simply L(u)). This is the sum of all setup times and the processing times of all jobs (or job pieces) scheduled on machine u. The processing time of a set of jobs K is P(K) := j ∈K t j . The jobs of a set of classes X ⊆ [c] are J (X ) := i ∈X C i . A job piece of a job j ∈ J is a (new) job j ′ with a processing time t j ′ ≤ t j . Whenever we split a job j ∈ C i of a class i ∈ [c] into two new job pieces j 1 , j 2 , we understand these jobs to be jobs of class i as well -although j 1 , j 2 ∈ C i does not hold formally. 
OVERVIEW
Here we give a briefly overview to our results. All omitted proofs can be found in the extended version of the paper [3] . We start with our general results.
Theorem 1. For all three problems there is a 2-approximation running in time O(n).
For the details see Appendix A.2 on page 13 of [3] . Especially if the reader is not familiar to these problems, the simple 2-approximations in Appendix A.2 of [3] might be a good point to start.
We use the well-known approach of dual approximation algorithms 2 introduced by Hochbaum and Shmoys [5] to get the following result.
Theorem 2. For all three problems there is a ( 3 2 + ε)-approximation running in time O(n log 1/ε).
Remark that already this result is much stronger for the preemptive case than the previous ratio of 2 by Monma and Potts. In more detail, we find 3 2 -dual approximations for all three problem variants, all running in time O(n). Also in all problem cases there is a value T min depending only on the input such that OPT ∈ [T min , 2T min ] due to the 2-approximations. So a binary search suffices. In the following we briefly describe these dual approximations.
Preemptive Scheduling
Also in the setup context preemptive scheduling means that each job may be preempted at any time, but it is allowed to be processed on at most one machine at a time. In other words, a job may not run 2 A ρ-dual approximation algorithm gets the input and a value T and either computes a feasible schedule with makespan at most ρT or rejects T which then implicates that T < OPT. in parallel time. So, this is a job-constraint only; in fact, the load of a class may be processed in parallel but not the jobs themselves.
Due to this, we assume that m < n in the preemptive case, because m ≥ n leads to a trivial optimal solution by simply scheduling one job (and a setup) per machine.
The preemptive case appears to be very natural on the one hand but hard to approximate (for arbitrary large batches) on the other hand. Aiming for the ratio of 3 2 , we managed to reduce the problem to a knapsack problem efficiently solvable as a continuous knapsack problem. Therefore, we need to take a closer look on I exp and I chp so we split them again. We divide the expensive classes into three disjoint subsets I + exp , I 0 exp and
Definition 1 (Nice Instances). For a makespan T we call an instance nice if I 0 exp is empty.
The next theorem yields a 3 2 -dual approximation for nice instances and will be important to find a 3 2 -ratio for general instances too. Theorem 7. Let I be a nice instance for a makespan T . Moreover, let
T −s i . Then the following properties hold.
(i) If mT < L nice or m < m nice , it is true that T < OPT pmtn (I ).
(ii) Otherwise a feasible schedule with makespan at most 3 2 T can be computed in time O(n).
It turns out that nice instances are some sort of well-behaving instances which can be handled very easily and actually their definition is helpful for general instances too.
The motivation behind a general algorithm is the following. Obviously jobs of different expensive classes can not be placed on a common machine in a T -feasible schedule (a feasible schedule with a makespan of at most T ). Especially the jobs of J (I 0 exp ) and J (I + exp ∪ I − exp ) cannot. So we first place the classes of I 0 exp on one machine per class, which is reasonable as we will see later (cf. Lemma 10 on page 14 of [3] ). They obviously fit on a single machine, since 3 4 
Each of these large machines got free processing time less than 1 4 T in a T -feasible schedule. After that we decide which jobs of cheap classes will get processing time on the large machines or get processed as part of a nice instance with the residual load that is scheduled on the residual m−|I 0 exp | machines. Apparently only jobs of I − chp ⊆ I chp can actually be processed on large machines in a T -feasible schedule, because the setups of other cheap classes have a size of at least 1 4 T so we only need to decide about this set. We will find a fine-grained knapsack instance on an appropriate subset for this decision. See Section 4 for the details.
Splittable Scheduling
In case of the splittable problem, jobs are allowed to be preempted at any time and all jobs (or job pieces) can be placed on any machine at any time. Especially jobs are allowed to be processed in parallel time (on different machines). It is important to notice that one should not assume n ≥ m in the splittable case, since increasing the number of machines may result in a lower (optimal) makespan; in fact, every optimal schedule makes use of all m machines. Due to this, it is remarkable that we allow a weaker definition of schedules in the following manner. A schedule may consist of machine configurations with associated multiplicities instead of (for example) explicitly mapping each job (piece) j to a pair (u j , x j ) ∈ [m] × Q where u j is the machine on which j starts processing at time x j . Theorem 3. Let I be an instance and let T be a makespan. Let
Then the following properties hold.
The idea of the algorithm is rather simple. We schedule the expensive classes by using as few setups as possible (imagining an optimal makespan, i.e. T = OPT(I )). An optimal schedule needs at least α i setups/machines to schedule a class i ∈ I exp , but we will only use β i ≤ α i setups/machines (cf. Lemma 1). For each expensive class i we may get at most one machineū i with a load L(ū i ) < T . So we can reserve the time interval of [L(ū i ), L(ū i ) + 1 2 T ] for a cheap setup on these machines before filling the residual time of T − L(ū i ) with load of cheap classes, since L(ū i )+ 1 2 T +(T −L(ū i )) = 3 2 T . Once all machines are filled up, we turn to unused machines and wrap between time 1 2 T and 3 2 T such that cheap setups can be placed below line 1 2 T . Figures 1(a) and 1(b) illustrate an example situation after step (1) and (2) with green colored wrap templates. See Appendix C on page 15 of [3] for the details.
Non-Preemptive Scheduling
Doing non-preemptive scheduling we do not allow jobs to be preempted. Even an optimal schedule needs to place at least one setup to schedule a job on a machine, so we find another lower bound.
Therefore, analogous to preemptive scheduling assume m < n.
T } be the big jobs whereas the small jobs be denoted by
Our algorithm is based on the fact, that there are three subsets of jobs such that pairwise they cannot be scheduled on a single machine. These subsets are J + , J (I exp ), and the set [3] we find the following minimum number of machines for each class. Let
The following result yields our 3 2 -dual approximation. 
Now binary search leads to a constant approximation:
Theorem 5. There is a 3 2 -approximation for the non-preemptive case running in time O(n log(n + ∆)) where ∆ = max{s max , t max } is the largest number of the input.
See Appendix D on page 16 of [3] for all the details. 
Class Jumping
With a different idea for a binary search routine for an appropriate makespan we are able to improve both the running time and the approximation ratio for the splittable and preemptive case. As with a single binary search we test makespan guesses with our dual algorithms. The general idea is to look at some points in time which we call jumps. A jump of an expensive class i is some makespan guess T such that any lower guess T ′ < T will cause at least one more setup/machine to schedule the jobs of class i. The goal is to find two jumps T fail ,T ok of two classes such that there is no jump of any other class between them, while T fail is rejected and T ok is accepted. In fact, this means that any makespan T between both jumps causes the same load L (with our dual algorithm). Therefore, either T ok or 1 m L will be an appropriate makespan. Theorem 6. There is a 3 2 -approximation for the splittable case running in time O(n + c log(c + m)).
With a small modification the idea can be reused to be applied to the preemptive case as well and this yields our strongest result for the preemptive case. Theorem 9. There is a 3 2 -approximation for the preemptive case running in time O(n log n).
Here we only present the improvement for the splittable case. The improved search for the preemptive case is slightly more complicated and based even more on the details of the 3 2 -dual approximation so we refer to Section 4.4 for the details.
The following ideas are crucial. Once the total processing times P i = P(C i ) are computed, the values β i can be computed in con- Step 4. Note that T ∈ [2s i−1 , 2s i ) meanss 0 ≤ · · · ≤s i−2 ≤s i−1 ≤ 1 2 T <s i ≤s i+1 ≤ · · · ≤s c+1 and so any makespan in an interval [2s i−1 , 2s i ) causes the same partition I exp ∪ I chp . The running time can be obtained with binary search.
Step 5. We call T a jump of a class i ∈ I exp if 2P i /T is integer. That means all machines containing jobs of class i are filled up to line s i + 1 2 T . So T represents a point in time such that any T ′ < T will cause at least one more (obligatory) setup to schedule class i. It takes a time of O(c) to find some class f ∈ I exp with P f = max i ∈I exp P i .
Step 6. Just remark that 2P f /(β f (T 1 ) +k) and 2P f /(β f (T 1 ) +k + 1) are two consecutive jumps of class f .
Step 7. In the analysis we will see that X contains at most c jumps in total (of all classes). To find a jump of a class ι ∈ I exp in X just look at β ι (T 2 ). If 2P ι /β ι (T 2 ) < X then there is no jump of class ι in X . Otherwise T ι := 2P ι /β ι (T 2 ) is the only jump of class ι in X .
Step 9. So T ok was accepted while T fail got rejected and there are no jumps of any other classes between them. Let L split (T fail ) be the load which is required to place T fail and set T new := 1 m L split (T fail ). Case m < m exp (T fail ). So the jump causes too many required machines and hence T < T ok means T < OPT. We return T ok . Case m ≥ m exp (T fail ). We do another case distinction as follows.
If T new ≥ T ok we find that T ok is smaller than the smallest makespan that may be suitable to place L split (T fail ). Therefore, we return T ok .
Because of Theorem 3 we return T new .
The interesting part of the analysis is the fact, that there are no more than O(c) jumps in X and we want to show the following lemma.
Lemma 3. If T ′ is a jump of f , i.e. T ′ = 2P f /β f (T ′ ), and T ′′ is a jump of a different class i, i.e. T ′′ = 2P i /β i (T ′′ ), such that T ′′ ≤ T ′ , then the next jump of class i is smaller than the next jump of f , which can be written as
Proof. Since T ′′ ≤ T ′ we have
and thus it follows that
PREEMPTIVE SCHEDULING
One basic tool will be Batch Wrapping, i.e. the wrapping of wrap sequences into wrap templates. See Appendix A.1 of [3] for the short details. For this section let T min : 
Nice Instances
In the following we take a closer look on I exp and I chp so we split them again. As stated before we divide the expensive classes into three disjoint subsets I + exp , I 0 exp and I − exp such that i ∈ I exp holds 3 4 T . Also we divide the cheap classes into
be the set of classes that contain at least one of these jobs.
The following theorem will be of great use to find a (3/2)-ratio also for general instances.
Theorem 7. Let I be a nice instance for a makespan T . Moreover, let
(ii) Otherwise a feasible schedule with makespan at most 3 2 T can be computed in time O(n). Step 1. First, we look at the classes i ∈ I exp with s i + P(C i ) ≥ T , i.e. i ∈ I + exp . We define a wrap template ω (i) of length |ω (i) | = ⌊P(C i )/(T − s i )⌋ = α ′ i for each class i ∈ I + exp as follows. Let ω
The first machines u i have to be chosen distinct to all machines of the other wrap templates. We construct simple wrap sequences Q (i) = [s i , C i ] for each class i ∈ I + exp consisting of an initial setup s i followed by an arbitrary order of all jobs in C i . For all i ∈ I + exp we use
). The last machineū i := u i + α ′ i − 1 will have a load of at most T but its job load will be less than 1 2 T since s i > 1 2 T . We move these jobs to the second last machine and place them on top. So the new load will be greater than T but at most 3 2 T . Finally we remove the setup time s i on the last machine.
Step 2. Second, we turn to the classes i ∈ I exp with s i +P(C i ) ≤ 3 4 T , i.e. i ∈ I − exp . We place them paired on one new machine u. So u will have a load L(u) = s i 1 + P(C i 1 ) + s i 2 + P(C i 2 ) for different classes 
T . Note that the number of such classes can be odd. In this case we schedule one class separate on a new machine µ. Otherwise we choose an unused machine and name it µ. Be aware that this is for the ease of notation; in fact, an unused machine may not exist. So in both cases µ will hold L(µ) ≤ 3 4 T . Apparently this step uses ⌈ 1 2 |I − exp |⌉ new machines.
Step 3. The third and last step is to place the jobs of cheap classes. We build a simple wrap template ω as with a case distinction as follows. If |I − exp | is odd, we set ω 1 = (µ,T , 3 2 T ) and ω 1+r = (µ + r, 1 2 T , 3 2 T ) for 1 ≤ r ≤ m − m nice . Otherwise we set ω r = (µ + r, 1 2 T , 3 2 T ) for all 0 ≤ r < m − m nice . So in any case we have |ω | ≤ m − m nice + 1. We define Q to be the simple wrap sequence Q = [s i , C i ] i ∈I chp that contains all jobs of cheap classes. So we wrap Q into ω = (ω 1 , . . . , ω |ω | ) using Wrap(Q, ω). Figure 2 shows an example schedule after the last step. Be aware that setups are dark gray and that jobs of a class are not explicitly drawn.
General Instances
Consider a makespan T ≥ T min and remember the partitions I exp = I + exp ∪I 0 exp ∪I − exp and I chp = I + chp ∪I − chp as well as the machine numbers α ′ i ≤ α i as mentioned in section 4.1. We state the algorithm and then we go through the details.
Step 1. First we consider all classes i ∈ I exp with 3 4 T < s i +P(C i ) < T , i.e. i ∈ I 0 exp . We place every class on its own machine u, i.e. L(u) = s i + P(C i ), starting at time 1 2 T . Note that the used machines have less than 1 4 T free time to schedule any other jobs in aT -feasible schedule. Let l = |I 0 exp | be the number of these machines. We refer to them as the large machines. Figure 3 can not be scheduled on large machines only. Furthermore, j can be processed on large machines with a total processing time of at most
Step 2. Since the setups of the classes I + chp are too big to place any of their jobs on a large machine, we definitely will place the jobs J (I + exp ∪ I − exp ∪ I + chp ) entirely on the residual m − l machines. We need to obtain the free time F for J (I − chp ) on the residual machines; in fact, we want to place as much load as possible, so, looking at Algorithm 2 we find that the time
can be used to place the jobs of J (I − chp ) in step 3. of Algorithm 2. Apparently the free processing time on the large machines is F := l u=1 (T − L(u)), so for a suitable value of T the residual available processing timeF + F suffices to schedule the residual jobs J (I − chp ). Remember that C * i = { j ∈ C i | s i + t j > 1 2 T } are the big jobs of a class i ∈ I − chp , and I * chp ⊆ I − chp denotes the classes that contain at least one of these jobs. As stated out in Lemma 4, we can not place them on large machines only. So we split them in the following way. For all jobs j ∈ C * i with i ∈ I * chp we create new job pieces j (1) and j (2) with processing times t 
j +t
Note that s i + t
T . Due to Lemma 4 we have to schedule a processing time of at least t (2) j of job j ∈ C * i outside the large machines. So we also have an obligatoy setup time s i outside the large machines. The now following case distinction of step 3. is a bit more complicated. Case 3.a: F < i ∈I * chp (s i + P(C i )). Now we have to use large machines to schedule all jobs of J (I * chp ). The task is to optimize the use of setup times. We do this by minimizing the total load of necessary new setup times to be placed on the large machines 1, . . . , l. Each class that can be scheduled entirely outside the large machines will not cause a setup time on large machines. So the setup optimization can be done by maximizing the total sum of setup times of classes we schedule entirely outside large machines. The obligatory job load outside large machines for a class i ∈ I * chp is
Therefore the total obligatory load outside large machines of all classes in I * chp is
Now we can interpret the maximization problem as a knapsack problem by setting I := I * chp , capacity Y := F − L * , profit p i := s i and weight w i := P(C i ) − L * i for all i ∈ I * chp . We compute an optimal solution x cks for the continuous knapsack problem with split item e ∈ I * chp that leads to a nearly optimal solution x ks for ILP ks (general knapsack problem) computable in time O(|I * chp |) ≤ O(c). So 0 < (x cks ) e < 1 may be critical because this means we need to schedule an extra setup time s e although it might not be necessary in an optimal schedule. We overcome this issue later. Remark that i ∈I * chp (x ks ) i w i = Y − (x cks ) e w e so (x cks ) e w e is the time to fill with job load of class e. Therefore, we create new job pieces as follows. For all j ∈ C e let j [1] and j [2] be jobs with processing times t [1] j and t 
as well as t machines using Algorithm 2. Later we will see that this load fills the gap of (x cks ) e w e to Y since the obligatory job load of j ∈C * e t
(2) j is enlarged by exactly (x cks ) e w e . So with x cks we found a (sub-)schedule that fills up the free time Y outside the large machines in an optimal way; in fact, we maximized the setup times of the selected classes such that the sum of the setup times of unselected classes got minimized. Hence, the residual load can be scheduled feasibly in the free timeF on the large machines, if T is suitable. Let K be the set of the residual jobs and job pieces, i.e.
(6) In Note 3 we will see that all jobs (or job pieces) ι ∈ K of a class i hold s i + t ι ≤ 1 2 T . In the following we schedule the jobs of K at the bottom of the large machines. Note 3. All jobs (or job pieces) ι ∈ K of class i hold s i + t ι ≤ 1 2 T .
As proved in [3] it suffices to fill large machines with an obligatory load of at least T . Since the large machines already have a load of at least 3 4 T , it is enough to add an obligatory load of at least 1 4 T . We start with the jobs of K + . On the one hand all ι ∈ K + of a class i hold t ι > 1 4 T and on the other hand they can be placed entirely at the bottom of a large machine since s i + t ι ≤ 1 2 T . So this is what we do. We place the jobs of K + on the first l ′ ≤ l large machines 1, . . . , l ′ with an initial associated setup time at time 0 directly followed by the job (or job piece). The very last step is to schedule the jobs of K − . We remember that we need to schedule one setup time s e extra iff (x cks ) e > 0.
To avoid a case distinction we define a wrap template which is slightly larger than required for the obligatory load. Since all jobs (or job pieces) ι ∈ K − need at most 1 4 T time, they can be wrapped without parallelization using a wrap template ω with |ω | = l − l ′ defined by ω 1 = (l ′ + 1, 0, 1 2 T ) and ω 1+r = (l ′ + 1 + r , 1 4 T , 1 2 T ) for all 1 ≤ r < l − l ′ . To construct a wrap sequence Q, we order the jobs and/or job pieces in K − by class, beginning with class e, and insert a suitable setup before the jobs of each class. Remark that Q starts with s e followed by an arbitrary order of { j [1] | j ∈ C e } ∩K − . Finally we wrap Q into ω using Wrap(Q, ω).
See Figure 4 for an example solution at the bottom of the large machines. The split item class setup e is colored red. Note that we even got two setups s 6 = s e since there was a big job in K + ∩ { j [1] | j ∈ C e }. Also notice that setup s 14 was a critical item on machine 6 and therefore it was moved below the next gap. Case 3.b: F ≥ i ∈I * chp (s i + P(C i )). Then there is enough time to schedule the jobs J (I * chp ) entirely outside the large machines. Taking the previous case as a more complex model for this one, split J (I − chp \ I * chp ) into two well-defined wrap sequences Q 1 , Q 2 such that L(Q 1 ) = F − i ∈I * chp (s i + P(C i )) and there is at most one class e ∈ I − chp \ I * chp with jobs (or job pieces) in both sequences. Such a splitting can be obtained by a simple greedy approach. Then J (I + exp ∪ I − exp ∪ I * chp ) and the job pieces of Q 1 lead to a nice instance for the residual m − l machines while the job pieces of Q 2 can be named K, be split into K = K + ∪ K − and be handled just like before.
Analysis
We study case 3.a (F < i ∈I * chp (s i + P(C i ))) only since the opposite case is much easier. We want to show the following theorem. T −s i for all i ∈ I + exp and x cks be the optimal solution to the knapsack problem of step 3. and let
(i) If mT < L pmtn or m < m ′ , then it is true that T < OPT pmtn (I ).
Proof. (i). We show that T ≥ OPT pmtn implies mT ≥ L pmtn and m ≥ m ′ . Let T ≥ OPT pmtn . Then there is a feasible schedule σ with makespan T . Let L(σ ) = c i=1 (λ σ i s i + P(C i )). Since F < i ∈I * chp (s i + P(C * i )), we know that we will need an extra setup s i for all unselected classes i ∈ I * chp holding (x cks ) i = 0, due to Lemma 4. 
Lemmas 1 and 2 imply that m ≥ i ∈I exp λ σ i ≥ i ∈I exp α i and hence
(ii). Let mT ≥ L pmtn and m ≥ m ′ . Apparently there are enough machines m ≥ m ′ ≥ |I 0 exp | = l for step 1. This simple placement of one machine per class is legitimated in the extended version. Now we study step 2. As mentioned in the description of the algorithm, I (new) is a nice instance but we want to see that it is placed feasibly on the last m −l machines. So we look on the split item class e ∈ I * chp again. We find that and this means that the jobs { j [2] | j ∈ C e } do expand the obligatory load L * e outside the large machines of e by exactly (x cks ) e w e , as mentioned before. Turning back to instance I new , we name the cheap load L Apparently each job in K + has a load of at least 1 4 T and is placed on exactly one large machine u, which holds T − L(u) < 1 4 T . According to this, the wrap template ω suffices to wrap the residual jobs K − . Even big jobs of the split item class (or its setups) are no problem, since big jobs fill up large machines more than possible (in a T -feasible schedule). So the only setup to worry about is the setup s e wrapped into ω. One can see that it is not part of the above inequality, since there is no time reserved for it. Fortunately, the time period S(ω) provided by ω is large enough, though. This is true, since S(ω) = (l − l ′ + 1) 1 4 T ≥ (l − |K + |) 1 4 T + s e = |K − | 1 4 T + s e . Remark that jobs do never run in parallel, according to sufficient gap heights. However, it remains to obtain the running time. The total sum of the lengths of all used wrap templates and wrap sequences is in O(n). So they are wrapped in a total time of O(n). Also we need a time of O(n) to compute the knapsack instance. To solve it, we have linear time again. Overall the running time is O(n). □
Class Jumping
We apply Class Jumping (cf. Section 3.4) to the preemptive case.
Theorem 9. There is a 3 2 -approximation for the preemptive case running in time O(n log n).
The idea for the splittable case can be applied to the preemptive one with a small modification as follows. We need to replace step 1. of Algorithm 2 on page 6 such that the jumps of I + exp depend less on the setup time s i . As in the algorithm for the splittable case, we define a gap of size 1 2 T above each setup. If a last machine got a total load of at least T the machines are filled well. If a last machine got load less than T its job load will be at most T − s i . It turns out that the machines u before hold 3 2 T − L(u) = 3 2 T − (s i + 1 2 T ) = T −s i . So we simply move the job load of the last machine to the top of the second last machine (and remove the setup on the last machine). See Figure 5 for an example. To define the associated machine number γ i for all classes i ∈ I + exp we set
Remark that γ i ≤ β i . One can see that class i jumps right after the last machine got a job load of exactly T −s i . In more detail we obtain 
